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Star 3 Media is an established web design, 
development and graphic design company.

Our team are passionate about what they 
do and have a wealth of experience that can 
bring a fresh innovative perspective to your 
business, whether you’re a large company 
or just starting out.

We work with each client differently, there 
are no cookie cutter approaches here. We 
take the time to understand your businesses 
requirements and tailor a solution, after 
all looking good is an important aspect of 
first impressions of your company. From 
a beautifully designed website through to 
an e-commerce site, full branding identity 
design and print, we deliver.

Websites designed by Star 3 Media don’t 
just look good, they’re also functional. We 
develop them with usability in mind and 
offer responsive designs or separate mobile 
sites.
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• More focused and customised sales pitch

• Increase your conversion rates

• Online advertising that uses landing pages typically sees a conversion rate improvement of at
least 25%. Testing can double this number.

 

•

• Landing Page Headline in Bold/ Appealing / h1

• Use bullet points

• Don’t offer too many navigation options

• Minimise distractions, focus on getting the searcher to complete the desired task

• Videos should not auto play

• Call to action should be above the fold

• Use a directional cue for the Call to Action

• Use colour to your advantage

• Use video where you can as it is a proven conversion enhancement mechanism

• Add social proof (testimonials, endorsements, icons etc)

• Logo’s with taglines make a difference

• Must add privacy page on your navigation

Landing Page Guide

Landing Pages are an important part of online marketing. They need to 
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Message Match
One of the most critical aspects of conversion marketing is message match. Maintaining ad 
message momentum is easier when you are not directing your visitors to the homepage where 

Testing multiple versions of a separate landing page is easier than trying to make changes on your 
homepage.

accuracy is greatly enhanced by virtue of the fact that you have no competing information on the 
page. When someone lands on your homepage, they have so many potential pathways that it’s 
easy to lose track of them when they wander off topic.

landing page, you can dedicate the entire page to a single purpose.

The sooner you start building, testing and optimizing landing pages, the sooner you can start 
getting the correct return on your marketing investment.
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